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Article history:

During the last few years, deep learning achieved remarkable results in the
field of machine learning when used for computer vision tasks. Among many
of its architectures, deep neural network-based architecture known as
convolutional neural networks are recently used widely for image detection
and classification. Although it is a great tool for computer vision tasks, it
demands a large amount of training data to yield high performance. In this
paper, the data augmentation method is proposed to overcome the challenges
faced due to a lack of insufficient training data. To analyze the effect of data
augmentation, the proposed method uses two convolutional neural network
architectures. To minimize the training time without compromising accuracy,
models are built by fine-tuning pre-trained networks VGG16 and ResNet50.
To evaluate the performance of the models, loss functions and accuracies are
used. Proposed models are constructed using Keras deep learning framework
and models are trained on a custom dataset created from Kaggle CAT vs
DOG database. Experimental results showed that both the models achieved
better test accuracy when data augmentation is employed, and model
constructed using ResNet50 outperformed VGG16 based model with a test
accuracy of 90% with data augmentation & 82% without data augmentation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Deep learning models & particularly deep neural networks have shown promising results when
applied to computer vision problems such as image classification, recognition and object detection [1]. Most
well-known deep neural network architecture used for computer vision problems is convolutional neural
network (CNN), a class of artificial neural networks trained and tested successfully using ImageNet dataset
[2]. CNNs utilize parameterized kernels for preserving image spatial characteristics [3-4]. Basic CNN
architecture has a stack of convolutional layers, non-linear activation functions such as ReLU, pooling layers,
Fully connected layers and softmax layers. For optimizing parameters of CNNs, they are trained on a larger
dataset consisting of training samples or examples. CNNs have become more popular and have attracted
more attention because of the increasing computing power, availability of low-cost hardware & open source
algorithms [5-6].
According to researchers, deep learning techniques generate better results when they are trained
using a larger dataset [7], whereas if the model is trained on a smaller dataset with few training samples, it
may perform badly during validation and testing. This phenomenon is referred to as overfitting. This is
because CNN memorizes irrelevant noise instead of detecting significant discriminative features [8]. This is a
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very important issue in machine learning as the model is not generalizable on data which it has not seen
during the training phase. Data augmentation is a very powerful technique for avoiding overfitting.
Augmented data will present a more comprehensive set of possible points thus minimizing the distance
between training, validation and test samples [1]. Overfitting can also occur when the model is very complex
which may lead to high variance. In this case, regularization and drop out techniques are to be used to
minimize overfitting problems [9]. Regularization technique will try to decay whereas drop out technique
will try to minimize the complexity of the model by dropping neurons of hidden layers based on certain
probability [10-11].
CNN models can be built using different approaches. Transfer learning and fine-tuning are the
easiest and most efficient way of building CNN models whereby a model trained on a larger dataset is reused
for a similar task having a smaller dataset. In the case of transfer learning, features learned from the pretrained model are transferred to a new model without having to learn new features. In the case of Fine-tuning,
along with transfer learning, transferred features are fine tuned to achieve better results. Transfer learning and
fine-tuning methods are effective only when the new task is similar to the original task and has a smaller
dataset [12-13]. CNN models can also be built to learn the features from scratch though it is not an easy task
and demands high computing power for training the model. Deep learning models can be built, trained and
validated using frameworks such as Keras, Tensorflow, Caffe, Pytorch and application such as Matlab deep
network designer.
In this work, proposed CNN models are built by fine-tuning well-known pre-trained CNN models
namely VGG16 and ResNet50. The training dataset is created using the Kaggle cat vs dog database and has
two image classes. The data augmentation method is used to avoid overfitting by increasing the size of the
training dataset. The effect of data augmentation is analyzed by comparing the training and validation
accuracy curves of fine-tuned CNN models with and without data augmentation. Keras deep learning
framework is used to build, augment data, and to train and validate the model. This section shows the
organization of the paper. Section 1 presents a review of deep learning models, CNNs, challenges faced
during training CNNs and solutions to overcome these challenges. Section 2 highlights related work on data
augmentation, Section 3 indicates the research gaps and proposed solutions. Section 4 gives technical details
of the proposed CNN models and data augmentation method. Section 5 highlights the results and the main
contribution of the study. Section 6 concludes this work.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The CNN model presented in this paper is derived from a pre-trained model trained on a larger
dataset called ImageNet dataset. This section thus provides facts and figures of three well-known pre-trained
CNN models. The section also reviews some of the work carried out on data augmentation techniques.
2.1. Pretrained CNN models
Alexnet: This was the first CNN model that has very few parameters compared to the other pretrained CNN models and hence training requires less time. It consists of five convolutional and three fully
connected layers and uses ReLU for the non-linear part. It has advantages such as fewer training parameters
and strong robustness [14]. Alexnet gave Top-5 accuracy of 80.3% when trained on the Imagenet dataset.
VGG 16: This architecture has more number of layers when compared to Alexnet. It has a total of
41 layers comprising of convolutional and fully connected layers. It is also an improved version of Alexnet
where large kernels are replaced by multiple 3x3 kernels. It is also originally trained on 1000 classes of
images from the Imagenet dataset. An image size of 224 by 224 is used for training. It gave a top-5 accuracy
of 92.3% when trained on ImageNet [15].
ResNet 50: Compared to Alexnet and VGG16, ResNet50 architecture has a different unit called
Residual block. It is used to eliminate the vanishing gradient that occurs when the CNN model is trained
using backpropagation. ResNet models are also used as a backbone for many computer vision tasks [16-17].
ResNet model has won the ImageNet challenge competition held during 2015. This network has a total of 50
layers.
2.2. Fine-tuned CNN models
M. Shamim Hossain et al. [14] in their work presented two different deep learning architectures.
Firstly light model 6- layered CNN architecture is proposed; secondly, a fine-tuned visual geometry group-16
pre-trained deep learning model is presented. For evaluating the framework, the proposed paper uses twocolor image datasets. The authors claimed that accuracies above 90% are achieved by these methods. Ling
Zhu et al. [15] in his paper presented a deep learning model derived from Alexnet pre-trained model for the
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classification of vegetables into five classes. The author uses Caffe deep learning framework to transfer the
learned weights from Alexnet pre-trained model to customize the new model.
2.3. Data augmentation
Yu-Dong Zhang et al. [8] in his study, designed a 13-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) for
fruit classification. This work uses three types of data augmentation namely image rotation, gamma
correction, and noise rejection. The author has used stochastic gradient descent with momentum to train the
CNN and having a batch size of 128. The author also claimed that the proposed method yields an accuracy of
94.94%. Agnieszka Mikołajczyk et al. [18] proposes a method of data augmentation based on image style
transfer to pre-train the given neural network. The author claims that the new method improves the training
process efficiency. Medical images are used for validating the proposed method.

3.

RESEARCH GAPS AND PROPOSED SOLUTION
As seen from the literature review performed and presented in Section 2, this research aims at
bringing the best features of the Fine-tuned model and data augmentation together to improve the
performance of the proposed model. Specific research gaps addressed by this paper:
 M. Shamim Hossain et al. and Ling Zhu et al. built their CNN models by fine-tuning well-known pretrained models such as Alexnet. As Alexnet already has shown a good result when pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset, the new model also will perform well. Fine-tuning also saves training time. The
limitation of this paper is that data augmentation could have been used to improve the performance
further.
 Yu-Dong Zhang et al. and Agnieszka Mikołajczyk et al. build models from scratch but used the data
augmentation method to augment the examples in the training set. Data augmentation avoids overfitting
and improves the performance of the model. Rather than learning the features from scratch, Transfer
learning and fine-tuning will be better options when transferred features are learned using well-known
CNN models and pre-trained on a larger dataset.
By considering the above research gaps in the literature, the overall aim of this paper is to build the
CNN model by fine-tuning the pre-trained model and to use data augmentation to avoid overfitting. The
research objectives of this paper are:

Build and train the proposed CNN model by Fine-tuning VGG16 and ResNet50 pre-trained models on a
custom dataset created using Kaggle CAT vs DOG database. A fine-tuned model can be trained using a
system with limited computing resources.

Obtaining enough training data is the biggest challenge when applying deep learning to real-world
problems because it may be difficult or expensive. Hence, there is a need to increase the diversity of
training set by incorporating the data augmentation method. It improves the performance of the model
and avoids overfitting especially when the training set is smaller.

Evaluate the performance of the fine-tuned model using Keras framework and determine the effect of
data augmentation using training and validation accuracy and loss as the statistical parameters.

4.

METHODOLOGY
The overall block diagram of this work is illustrated in Figure 1. The methodology is explained in
the following sections:

Figure 1. Overall block diagram of this work
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4.1. Construction of proposed CNN models
In this work, proposed CNN model is built by fine-tuning previously trained networks VGG16 and
ResNet50. These two models are originally trained on a larger dataset called ImageNet which has millions of
images and can classify 1000 classes. The task of fine-tuning a network is to tweak the parameters of an
already trained network so that it adapts to the new task at hand. During fine-tuning, only part of the network
is trained and hence training takes less time. Since trainable parameters are less, the process does not demand
very high computing resources. Fine-tuning multi-step process:
 Load the VGG16 or ResNet50 with weights pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset.
 Replace the original fully connected (FC) layers with a new one as per the given image class.
 Freeze all the CONV layers for transferring what has been learned.
 Train the network
 Unfreeze the last CONV block which extracts task-specific features.
 Train the network again to fine-tune parameters of the last CONV layer block.
Table 1 indicates the trainable and non-trainable parameters of fine-tuned models used for this
study. As shown in the table fine-tuned VGG16 has 32,772,610 parameters to be fine-tuned during the
training process. Trainable parameters include FC layers with 25,693,186 parameters and last conv block
with 7,079,424 parameters.

Table 1. Number of trainable, non-trainable and total parameters for fine-tuned models
Parameters
Total parameters
Trainable parameters
Non-trainable parameters

Fine-tuned model using VGG16
40,407,874
32,772,610
7,635,264

Fine-tuned model using ResNet50
23,591,810
1,062,914
22,528,896

The table also shows the parameter breakup for the fine-tuned ResNet50 model. As shown in the
last column of Table 1, there are 1,062,914 trainable parameters including 1,050,624 parameters of last conv
block, 4098 parameters of FC layer, and 8192 parameters of the batch normalization (BN) layer. Batch
normalization layers are used in ResNet50 to accelerate the convergence of CNN model. BN shifts the data
points to the same scale and hence accelerate the training process. It also resolves the problems encountered
during high learning rates [19]. In the case of BN, normalization is applied to each activation independently
and hence the BN transform can be shown for a mini-batch as in (1).
𝑦 (𝑘) = 𝛾 (𝑘) 𝑥̂(𝑘) + 𝛽 (𝑘)

(1)

where 𝑥̂ (𝑘) is the normalized value of 𝑥 (𝑘) and parameters 𝛾 (𝑘) and 𝛽 (𝑘) are learned during the training
process and are computed using (2-3) respectively. These parameters are used to scale and shift the
normalized values [19-20] as shown in (1).
𝛾 (𝑘) = √𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑥 (𝑘) ]

(2)

𝛽 (𝑘) = 𝐸[𝑥 (𝑘) ]

(3)

4.2. Data Augmentation Factors
Often validation accuracy is lower than the training accuracy. Overfitting occurs when the gap
between these two increases. This implies that instead of learning the significant image features, the CNN
model attempts to learn the weights by heart. One way to prevent overfitting is to increase the diversity of
training set [8]. It is achieved by data augmentation. Data augmentation extends the size of the training set by
using factors such as rotation, shear, flipping, scaling, and translation. to increase the number of raw images.
In this work, three factors (rotation, scaling and horizontal flip) are used to augment the training images.
 Horizontal flipping: This is more common than vertical flipping especially for datasets such as CATs vs
DOGs. This augmentation is one of the easiest to implement and has proven useful on datasets such as
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. [1]. Vertical flip has no meaning when the dataset has images of CATs and
DOGs.
 Rotation: This augmentation is done by rotating images in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction. In
this study, random rotation up to 30o is made use of.
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 Scaling or zooming: This augmentation zooms the image to make the image look smaller or bigger
depends on the zoom value. Zoom value of less than 1.0 will reduce the size of the image and a value
greater than 1.0 will increase the size. In this study, a zoom range between 0.75 and 1.25 is used.
4.3. Performance evaluation of proposed CNN models
4.3.1. Training and validation dataset
To evaluate the proposed model and to study the effect of data augmentation, a smaller custom
dataset with two image classes (CATs and DOGs) is created from Kaggle CATs vs DOGs database by
picking 700 images in total with 350 images of each class. As shown in Figure 1, the dataset thus created is
split into training and validation set with 500 images and 200 images, respectively. Randomly transformed
images are obtained by augmenting images in the training set by data augmentation and further used for
training the proposed models. The performance of the model is validated to improve accuracy by using
validation set. This study splits the dataset into 70% and 30% for training and validation, respectively.
4.3.2. Training of CNN models
Training is a process of finding optimal values for parameters of CONV, FC and BN layers of CNN
such that actual outputs are close to desired outputs. The backpropagation algorithm is used to optimize the
parameters based on the loss value generated during the forward pass. Several optimization algorithms are
discussed in the literature and gradient descent is very powerful among them. To improve the performance of
model, hyperparameters such as learning rate (LR), epochs, mini-batch size are carefully chosen [2].
4.3.3. Evaluation of CNN model
The model is used to predict the right classification label for images it has not seen. Actual labels
generated by the classifier are compared with true classification labels of the image for improving the
performance of the model or classifier [21]. The model is validated using images in the validation set which
are not part of the training set. This study uses training and validation accuracy to evaluate the performance
of the model.
4.3.4. Loss function
In deep learning, the objective function is referred to as a loss function and it indicates the error
generated during the forward pass. The main purpose of training a model is to minimize the loss function by
adjusting the parameters based on the loss function. Cross-entropy and mean square error (MSE) are the
commonly used loss functions. Overall loss value for a given batch of training images is referred to as cost
function. Equation (4) shows the categorical cross-entropy used as a loss function in this study. In this
equation, 𝑃𝑦 & 𝑃𝑓 refer to ground-truth distribution and score distribution of ‘x’ respectively [22].
𝐿(𝑦, 𝑓(𝑥)) = 𝐻(𝑃𝑦 , 𝑃𝑓 ) ≜ − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑦 (𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 )

(4)

4.3.5. Mini-batch gradient descent
It is a version of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with weight updates that take place for every
minibatch rather than every sample. It converges faster than batch gradient descent as it performs forward
pass for each mini-batch of N training samples and updates the weight during backpropagation. Since it
reduces the variance of parameter-update, it leads to more stable convergence. Equations (5.a-b) describe the
parameter update based on gradient descent algorithm with momentum [23].
𝑚(𝑖) = 𝑔𝑚(𝑖−1) − 𝜂∇𝐿(𝜃 (𝑖) )

(5.a)

𝜃 𝑖+1 = 𝜃 𝑖 + 𝑚(𝑖)

(5.b)

In these equations ‘i’ indicates the mini-batch number, ‘η’ indicates the learning rate, ‘g’ indicates the
momentum value and 𝐿(𝜃 (𝑖) ) is the loss function. The proposed method uses an adaptive learning rate to
speed up the training process and to ensure stable global minima.

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section shows the results obtained during training, validating and testing the proposed models
and indicates the important findings derived from these results. This work uses Keras [24] deep learning
framework to construct, train, validate, and test the models. Keras is an API that works with Tensorflow as
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the backend. All the experiments were carried out on a PC with Intel ® Core (TM) i5-6200U CPU machine
with a frequency of 2.3GHz. As explained in Section 4, this study uses a mini-batch gradient descent
optimization algorithm for adjusting the parameter values during backpropagation. In order the improve the
performance of the model, various hyperparameters are chosen correctly as shown in Table 2. Learning rate
(LR) is the important hyperparameters that influence the optimization’s convergence and alters the cost
function’s curvature [25]. As shown in Table 2, adaptive learning rate with initial value and a decay rate is
used in this study instead of a fixed learning rate. If fixed LR is selected, the algorithm may take too long to
converge when LR is too small and may overshoot when LR is too large. Learning speed can also be
increased by choosing the appropriate value for momentum during weight adjustment. A momentum value of
0.9 is an ideal value and used in this study. Table 2 also shows the mini-batch size and no. of epochs used for
experimentation. As shown in the table, Initial LR for both models is selected as 0.1, and LR is updated using
LR scheduler callback of Keras optimizer.

Table 2. Hyperparameters used for training fine-tuned VGG16 and ResNet50 models
Hyperparameters
Value

Initial Learning Rate (LR)
0.1

LR Decay rate
0.002

Momentum
0.9

Min-batch size
10

No. of Epochs
50

Figure 2(a-b) illustrate the training and validation processes for fine-tuned VGG16 models. As
shown in Figure 2(a), without data augmentation, the model overfits on data. It is obvious from Figure 2(a),
the margin between validation accuracy and training accuracy is high and increases. It is clear from the figure
that, the model performs well on the training set but does not perform well on new data. It has been observed
that the loss values also tend to increase during the validation process. Figure 2(b) shows the training and
validation curves with data augmentation for VGG16 fine-tuned model. The graph shows that the model
performs very well during training as well as validation. It is seen that validation accuracy stabilizes at 93%
after 40 epochs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Training and validation accuracy curves of fine-tuned VGG16, (a) without and
(b) with data augmentation

Figure 3(a-b) illustrate the training andd validation processes for fine-tuned ResNet50 models.
Figure 3(a) shows the training and validation curves and it is obvious that model overfits as the model
performs poorly on the validation set. Training accuracy is seen to be improving with the increase in epochs
whereas validation accuracy is decreasing as number of epochs increases. Figure 3(b) shows that the model
fits properly on new data and validation accuracy is seen to be following training accuracy, as the number of
epochs increases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Training and validation accuracy curves of fine-tuned ResNet50, (a) without and (b) with data
augmentation

5.1. Effect of data augmentation on accuracy values
Table 3 summarizes the impact of data augmentation on performance measures of both image
classifiers. Final training accuracy and validation accuracy after 50 epochs is recorded as 93.5% and 91.5%
for fine-tuned VGG16 image classifier with data augmentation. Final training and validation accuracy with
data augmentation for fine-tuned ResNet50 model is slightly higher than that of VGG16 and recorded as 95%
and 93% respectively. Accuracy values shown in the table are calculated as shown [26] in (6).
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝑥 100%

(6)

As it is clear from the table that, with data augmentation, the model performs very well as the
number of training samples will increase without changing the ratio of image classes.

Table 3. Effect of data augmentation on performance measures for fine-tuned models
Model

Final training accuracy
Final validation accuracy
Test accuracy

VGG16 fine-tuned model
With data
Without data
augmentation
augmentation
93.5%
88%
91.5%
83%
88%
80%

ResNet50 fine-tuned model
With data
Without data
augmentation
augmentation
95%
95%
93%
84%
90%
82%

As explained in Section 3, the categorical cross-entropy function is used to determine the loss value.
Loss values are very less for models with data augmentation as the actual classes are very close to desired
classes. The trained and validated model is tested using test data set which has 50 images of both classes.
Images in the test data are not part of the training and validation set. Table 3 shows 88% test accuracy with
data augmentation and 80% without data augmentation for the fine-tuned VGG16 model. Test accuracy for
the fine-tuned ResNet50 model is slightly higher than that of VGG16 and recorded as 90% with data
augmentation and 82% without data augmentation. Literatures also show that Top-1 accuracy of a pre-trained
ResNet50 model, when trained on the ImageNet dataset, is higher than Top-1 accuracy of VGG16 model.
Overall, model built from ResNet50 outperforms VGG16 based model.
5.2. Implementation of data augmentation
In this work, image data generator class of Keras deep learning framework is used for augmenting
training samples. The number of training samples generated by data augmentation technique is very high
when compared with training samples without the data augmentation when the number of epochs is high. In
case of data augmentation, different series of training samples are generated during every epoch whereas,
without the data augmentation, the same set of training samples are used during every epoch. Total number
of training samples generated by the Image data generator for N epochs is calculated as given in (7).
𝑀 = 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑥 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑥 𝑁
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where ‘M’ indicates the total number of training samples generated by data augmentation in ‘N’ epochs. As
per (7), total 2,500 random augmented images are generated by image data generator with 500 training
samples, batch size of 10, and 50 epochs. Without data augmentation, 500 training samples are used during
every epoch. Hence it is clear that data augmentation improves the diversity of the training set.

6.

CONCLUSION
It is learned that, compared to building CNN models from the scratch, it is easier to build them from
pre-trained models using fine-tuning and transfer learning if the given task is similar to the original task for
which pre-trained models were trained on. In spite of having very good optimization techniques, the model
may show poor accuracy during validation due to overfitting of data. To address the problem of overfitting,
the proposed work used a data augmentation method which expands the size of the training dataset and
increases the generalization of data. The proposed models are constructed by fine-tuning ResNet50 and
VGG16 pre-trained models using Keras deep learning framework. Models are trained on a custom dataset
created from Kaggle CAT vs DOG database. Mini-batch gradient descent optimizer is used for optimizing
the model with an adaptive learning rate. For model evaluation, categorical cross-entropy is used as a loss
function. Training and validation accuracies and training and validation losses are computed for analyzing
the performance of the model. Test results showed that models with data augmentation outperform models
without data augmentation. The main limitation of the work is since proposed models are built from pretrained models with standard architectures, making changes to this architecture may severely affect the
performance of the models.
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